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Abstract. Sometimes we want to search for new information about top-
ics but we can not find relevant results using our own knowledge (for ex-
ample, our personal bookmarks). A potential solution could be the use
of knowledge from other users to find what we are searching for. This so-
lution implies that we can achieve some agreement on implicit semantics
used by the other users. We call it Reconciliation of Knowledge. The aim
of this paper is to show an agent-based method which lets us reconcile
two different knowledge basis (associated with tagging systems) into a
common language, obtaining a new one that allows the reconcilitiation of
(part of) this knowledge. The agents use Formal Concept Analysis con-
cepts and tools and it has been implemented on the JADE multiagent
platform.

1 Introduction

The amazing growth of Web 2.0 provides powerful technologies for sharing in-
formation among users (members of social networks) as, for example, the social
indexing of the digital objects of the Web. Collaborative tagging represents a
very useful process for users that aim to add metadata to documents, objects, re-
sources, urls, etc. Among other applications, the tagging enable users to achieve
personal knowledge organization according to their own interests. Additionally,
the Web 2.0 systems can extract (by means of Collective Intelligence methods)
some global organization of the information (from a user’s personal point of
view). This way the collaborative tagging offers a pragmatic alternative to the
semantic web ontologies. However, the gap between the personal organization of
information and the global one (as well as between that of different users) makes
the use of automated methods to reconcile them difficult.

These different ways are combined in tagging tools that the tag-based plat-
form facilitates. This situations leads to a crowd of tagging systems. Moreover,
inside of the platform and due to the preferences of the users, different tagging
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behaviours exist that actually obstruct the automated interoperability among
tag sets. Despite the fact that the systems offer solutions to aid the understand-
ing of the folksonomy that the users collectively build (tag clouds, tools based
on related tag ideas, collective intelligence methods, data mining, etc.) Although
tagging shows potential benefits, personal organization of information leads to
implicit logical conditions that often differ from the global one. Tagging provides
a sort of weak organisation of the information, very useful, but mediated by the
user’s behaviour. Therefore, it is also possible that user’s tags associated with
an object do not agree with the other users tags.

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a mathematical tool that, applied to tag-
ging systems, makes explicit the set of concepts that the user manages in tagging,
as well as the structure of the relationship between them [7]. The concept lattice
(a mathematical structure extracted by FCA methods) represents an intermedi-
ate structure between tagging (nonhierarchical and inclusive) and classical tax-
onomies (hierarchical and exclusive). Thus, FCA is useful to bridge the semantic
gap providing a solid mathematical theory to tagging [7].

1.1 Motivation

Since that user’s tagging reflect their own set of concepts about the documents,
two of the main tools of FCA, namely the concept lattice and Stem basis, shows
distinct results for different users (semantic heterogenity). From the point of view
of navigation by means of tags, the semantic heterogeneity makes the activity
insecure. Thus, to ensure an efficient use of another user’s tags, some reasoning
on tags must be performed, in order to achieve some consensus (also represented
by FCA tools) that allows navigation between different concept structures. In
this scenario, it could be very important to attempt to delegate these tasks to
intelligent agents (see fig. 1). Our aim is to show how the authors have solved this
problem. The solution presented in this paper was designed in the framework of
Mobile Web 2.0 project (Mowento), although the solution proposed is valid for
any tagging system (in fact, in this paper the method is applied to a well known
social bookmarking platform, Delicious1).

The aim of Mowento is that anyone can publish content (on the WWW) both
videos and photos from anywhere at anytime, without needing a next-generation
mobile device[2]. Mowento allows users to annotate basic information semanti-
cally. This annotation is in principle very limited due to the usability of non-
advanced mobile devices, which do not allow the use of complex applications
for tagging. We address the challenge of creating a simple and effective labeling
method for the content, which should be able to be properly labeled with a few
clicks. The method consists of a series of hierarchically arranged menus whose
construction algorithm is based on the Formal Concepts Analysis [1]. From the
point of view of the Mowento server, the information is received and is automat-
ically entered into a database, pending processing. From here, the multiagent
system (programmed on JADE2) takes control of the process and performs its

1 http://delicious.com
2 http://jade.tilab.com/
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Fig. 1. Knowledge conciliation in social bookmarking represented by concept lattices

tasks. In this context several tagging problems have been solved by means of
agents. Among others, this is the main aim of this paper, namely the agent-
based reconciliation method. The solution method presented in this paper is
also applicable to platforms with tag-based organization of information such as
Delicious, which will be used as an example. Mowento is in experimental phase,
and user generated content allocated in the project does not provide represen-
tative examples while personal bookmarks of authors in Delicious represent a
good sample for showing results.

2 Tagging and Heterogenity

In the case of bookmarking systems as Delicious, different features and users’ be-
haviours represent a similar problem to one faced in the Mowento project: how to
organise folksonomies by means formal ontologies (or better, ontologies on user’s
tags). Although tagging is useful to navigate among pages on the WWW, it can
not be considered as a robust knowledge organization method. Some methods
exist to integrate this kind of knowledge organization into SW realm [10]. These
methods can be classified according to the semantics associated with tag sets (or
folksonomies). For example, there are methods based on ontological definition
of tags which use ad hoc ontologies, in order to formally describe the proper-
ties of tags (see [8]). Other methods are based on transforming folksonomies
into ontologies (see, e.g., [12]), including ontologies designed for dealing with
folksonomies [6] or more concrete proposals, as in [9].

2.1 Heterogeneity

As is argued in [5], tagging is fundamentally about sensemaking, a process in
which information is categorized, labeled and, critically, through which meaning
emerges [13]. Even in a personal tagging structure, boundaries of concepts and
categories are vague, so some items are doubtfully labeled. Lastly, users also
use the tagging for their own benefit, but nevertheless constitute a useful public
good ([5]).
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There exist several limitations to collaborative tagging in sites such as De-
licious. The first one is that a tag can be used to refer to different concepts;
that is, there is a context dependent feature of the tag associated with the
user. This dependence limits both the effectiveness and adequacy of collabora-
tive tagging. The limitation is called ”Context Dependent Knowledge Hetero-
geneity” (CDKH). A second is the Classical Ambiguity (CA) of terms, inherited
from natural language and/or the consideration of different ”basic levels” among
users [11][5]. CA would not be critical when users work with urls (content of url
induces, in fact, a disambiguation of terms because of its specific topic). In this
case, the contextualization of tags in a graph structure (by means of clustering
analysis) distinguishes the different terms associated with the same tag [3]. How-
ever, CDKH is associated with concept structures that users do not represent
in the system, but that FCA can extract. It is also possible CDKH is associ-
ated with the potential future use of the tagging (it can be used for classifying
documents, for facilitating navigation among visited urls, to collect specific and
temporal urls, etc.). Thus, navigation among concept structures of different users
faced up with CDKH.

In the case of platforms such as Mowento, CDKH is a less important problem
than with collaborative tagging such as Delicious. This is due to both the spe-
cific scope of the activities (reporting testimonials about events) and the common
language represented by the tags offered by Mowento’s mobile tagging widget.
In Mowento, CDKH can occur only in specific concepts of the personal concept
lattice. Thus, reconcilitation is easier than collaborative tagging systems. How-
ever, in sites such as Delicious CDKH represents the main problem, because tags
perform several functions as bookmarks (see [5]).

3 Agent-Based Reconciliation Knowledge Algorithm

To implement the algorithm, a solution has been chosen based on a multia-
gent system, which make the extension and distribution of our algorithm no big
effort. The multiagent system has to satisfy some requirements, such as to be
FIPA compliant, in order to facilitate communication and integration with other
multiagent systems. We also thought that it should be, as far as possible, open
source. Jade was selected since it is composed of a set of tools for developing
agents and an execution platform where the agents can live. Another major point
in this decision was that it is developed in Java, a multiplatform language. The
reconciliation algorithm consists of the following sequence of steps (see fig. 2):

1. Agent creation step: It starts by creating two Jade agents, passing the
agent names and Delicious data as parameters. They know the existence of
each other within the platform, so it is not necessary to search -at Service
Directory level, managed by the Directory Facilitator agent- another agent
that offers the reconciliation service. White Pages registration is transparent
to developers because it is already implemented in the Jade toolkit.

2. Building formal contexts and Stem basis: In this step, the agents work
in parallel mode, with no interaction, by loading and setting their own knowl-
edge base (KB). They work with the formal context which is built from the
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Fig. 2. Reconciliation algorithm

Delicious downloaded information, where the objects are the urls and the
attributes are the associated tags. With data, the context is built, and con-
cepts and Stem Basis (SB) are extracted. To obtain such elements it has
been integrated with the Concept Explorer tool, ConExp3, which provides
all the FCA algorithms that we need. It is developed in Java, it allows us
a fast deployment of FCA algorithms. ConExp comes as a compressed file
”.jar” to be included in the classpath application, and from there, we can
instantiate the necessary objects for the computations.

3. Initializing agent dialogue step: Once the agent is initialized, he has to
execute a double task related with communication. On one side, the agent
sends its own language (attribute set) to the other agent. On the other side,
the agent prepares itself for the reception of the same kind message from the
other agent. For agent communication, we try to adjust the intention to FIPA
performatives and its meaning, so that each message is associated with the
best one, according to the content. Specifically, the sending of one language
of an agent to another one is done through the INFORM performative.

4. Restrictions of own formal contexts After this brief communication,
agents reduce their languages (the attribute set) to the common language,
restricting their formal contexts to that language. This restriction also im-
plies that many objects are now outside of the restriction of the context,
because it has discarded those that are not labelled with any common tags,
and these contribute nothing to our knowledge base. With the restricted
contexts, agents compute the new concept lattices, as well as their concepts
and the Stem basis.

5. Synthesizing the production system from Stem Basis: From the stem
basis, calculated in the previous step, agents consider the rules that have a
support greater than zero. In this paper we call this set of implications Stem

Kernel Basis (SKB). Based on the SKB, a production system is synthesized,

3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/conexp/
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that it will serve later to suggest to the other agent the changes to objects so
they can be accepted by the common ground. This production system (used
for the new tags’ suggestions) has been completely implemented, because the
inference engine requirements were few and not worth the effort to integrate
with any other engine, such as Jess4 or Drools5.

6. Knowledge negotiation between agents: To execute this step, a phase
of implementation is necessary, which is clearly multiagent in character ,
in which a deep agent communication/negotiation is produced. Though a
turn-based communication or alternating shifts could have implemented, a
more asynchronous one that respects even more, the multiagent philosophy
is preferred. The reason is that usual scenario consists of agents’ KB of
different sizes, so the communication needs of each agent will be different.

– The negotiation begins with the creation, by each agent of a new context
where the common knowledge will be stored and will produce the results
of the reconciliation. Then, a massive sending of all objects (associated
tags included) to the other agent is performed and it waits for the objects
and responses from it. All of these sent messages are described by the
PROPOSE performative.

– When an agent receives an object from the other one, we check whether
the object satisfies all the implications of the agent’s SKB, and if so, it
includes it within the common context and it also sends an acceptance
message to another agent (ACCEPT PROPOSAL performative) so it can also
include it in its common context.

– If the object does not meet SKB, it introduces it into the production sys-
tem, created from the SKB, and checks if any of the attributes obtained
can be added to the object in order to be accepted by the SKB. This ob-
ject is then sent back to the other agent as a “new object”, restarting the
negotiation about this object. If any suggestions are returned by the pro-
duction system, we will send a message of rejection (REJECT PROPOSAL

performative) to the other agent to proceed to remove the object, as we
did.

– Once made the whole process of message exchanging and negotiation has
finished, the agents will get a common context. So it can extract new
concepts and suggestions from the stem basis. These represent a shared
conceptualization

3.1 Example

As we explain above, Delicious has been chosen as a test environment to illus-
trate the method. For reasons of paper length, it is not possible to show the
trace of the method. For the experiment, authors’ accounts has been selected
in Delicious (http://delicious.com/garanda and http://delicious.com/jborrego),
which share common interests. This us find a significant common language, and

4 http://www.jessrules.com/
5 http://www.jboss.org/drools/
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User jborrego garanda

Language 381 137

Bookmarks 358 536

User jborrego garanda

Common Tags 19

Bookmarks 131 114

Implications 11 11

Fig. 3. User data statistics before(left) and after(right) reduce to common language

User A
( t u t o r i a l ) ( r obo t i c s ) −−> ( a i )
( tw i t t e r ) −−> ( s o c i a l ) (web2 . 0 )

( s o c i a ln e twork ing )
( facebook ) −−> ( h a s k e l l ) ( t u t o r i a l )

User B
( tw i t t e r ) ( blog ) −−> ( s o c i a l ) (web2 . 0 )
( t u t o r i a l ) ( tw i t t e r ) −−> (web2 . 0 )
( facebook ) −−> ( tw i t t e r )

Fig. 4. Rules before conciliating

( t u t o r i a l ) ( r obo t i c s ) −−> ( programming ) ( a i ) ( h a s k e l l ) ( b log )
( t u t o r i a l ) ( programming ) ( h a s k e l l ) ( b log ) −−> ( a i )
( tw i t t e r ) −−> ( s o c i a l ) (web2 . 0 ) ( blog ) ( s o c i a ln e twork ing )
( facebook ) −−> ( s o c i a l ) ( tw i t t e r ) ( t u t o r i a l ) ( h a s k e l l )

(web2 . 0 ) ( blog ) ( s o c i a ln e twork ing )

Fig. 5. Some rules produced by reconciliation proccess

Conciliation

Language 19

Bookmarks 245

Implications 21

Fig. 6. Size of conciliated knowledge

the conciliated knowledge could be more interesting. The size of the data ref-
ered to users’ accounts (see fig 3, left) with attributes (language) and objects
(bookmarks).

According to the multiagent protocol, it has to set the common language and
reduce the context, leaving the common attributes and removing the objects
with no tags in the common language. Results are in fig. 3, right (step 4). In fig.
4, part of the rule sets corresponding to both agents is depicted. Fig. 5 shows
some of the rules after reconciliation.

Finally, we obtain a common context with a small number of objects and a
greatly reduced number of implications with a support greater than zero (last
step) (in fig. 6 is presented some information on this context).

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a method to reconcile knowledge basis associated to tagging sys-
tems is presented. The method is based on FCA, and designed on a mutiagent
system, where agents collaborate in order to establish a common knowledge rep-
resented both a new tagging and a concept lattice. It is based on dialogs, so it is
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interesting to compare them with some standard protocols, such as contract-net
or similar, and in the near future to adopt one of them.

Reconciliation knowledge method can be applied to any tagging-based system.
Experiments on Delicious show that after a small number of taggings on the same
item, a nascent consensus seems to form and this consensus is not affected by the
addition of new tags [5]. This stabilisation implies, for the conciliation method
presented, that intentions of objects tend to be similar among users. Future work
will be focused on extending the algorithm to find consensus ontologies (with a
crowd of users) and, if possible, in a semi-automatic way.
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